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CHAIR MOLINA:
(gavel)... The Governance, Ethics, and Transparency Committee
meeting for Tuesday, February 26, 2019, will now come to order. For the record, we
have in attendance Committee Members Sinenci, Lee, Rawlins-Fernandez, Hokama,
Paltin, and Kama, and Molina. Excused this morning is Council Chair King and
Committee Member Sugimura. Okay,, the Council Chair’s just arrived. Thank you
very much for informing us. Folks, we have a rather ambitious agenda this morning,
and the Chair hopes to complete this agenda, hopefully, by 12 o’clock. We do have a
1:30 committee meeting chaired by Councilmember Sinenci at, later on today. So,
with that being said, we’re gonna first entertain public testimony on all of our agenda
items. Staff, do we have anyone signed from the gallery for any of our agenda items
this morning? None, okay, let’s do outreach to Molokai. Do you have any testifiers
out on Molokai?
...

BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMO1VY...
MS. LINDO: Aloha, Chair. This is Zhan from the Molokai District Office. No one’s here to
testify.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, thank you very much. How about Lanai?
MS. FERNANDEZ: Good morning, Chair. This is Denise Fernandez at the Lanai Office and
there is no one waiting to testify.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, thank you very much. And Hana?
MS. MEDEIROS: Aloha, Chair. This is Mavis Oliveira-Medeiros from the Hana Office, and
there is no one here waiting to testify.
• END OF PUBLIC TESTIMOIVY...
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CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, thank you very much. With that being said, Members, if there are no
objections, the Chair will close public testimony for our agenda today.
COUNCILMEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
CHAIR MOLINA:
Sugimura

Okay, so ordered, thank you.

And Chair recognizes Committee Member

--

COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR MOLINA: --to our proceedings this morning.

GET-2(2)

NOMINATIONS TO BOARDS, COMMITTEES, AND COMMISSIONS (COUNCIL
ON AGING) (CC 19-24)

CHAIR MOLINA: Alright, Members. Let’s get right into it. First, we have GET item 2(2),
which is in relation to the appointment of Henriette “Mei Lani” Aki to the. Council on
Aging and from the Mayor’s Office we have Ms. Baisa to give us a brief overview on the
nominee. Good morning, Ms. Balsa. Thank you. And I’d like to also recognize
Committee Staff as we await Ms. Balsa’s opening comments. We have Ms. Espeleta,
as well as Ms. Martins, and Ms. Nakata joining us, and, of course, from Corporation
Counsel, Mr. Ed Kushi. Ms. Balsa, proceed.
MS. BAlSA: Thank you very much, Chair. And good morning, Members and Chair King. I’m
here today to present the nomination on behalf of the Mayor, of
Henriette “Mei Lani” Aki to the Council on Aging. Mei Lani is, lives on Lanai, and we
needed someone to fill a spot on Lanai, and I was very, very happy, she was very
excited, had submitted an application, and when we called her, she was just delighted
and said, I would really like to serve. I think she will be a very good fit. First of all,
she represents a lifetime of being from Lanai and she’s affectionately known as Aunty
Mei Lani to everyone, has a strong history of being involved on Lanai, and is very
anxious to serve. I think that she’ll make an excellent member and Mayor strongly
recommends her for approval.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, thank you very much, Ms. Balsa. Chair would like to recognize
Lanai Member, Mr. Hokama, for any comments on the nominee.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, she comes from a very old Lanai family. Her
parents are very active members of our community. She and her sister, who also
resides on the island, Joelle, are both very active contributing community members.
So, I would be happy to ask the members to support the nomination.
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CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, thank you very much, Mr. Hokama. Members, any other comments
before the Chair makes a recommendation? Seeing none, the Chair will then ask for
the adoption of the resolution to Approve the Nomination of Henriette “Mei Lani” Aki to
the Council on Aging.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So moved, Chairman.
COUNCILMEMBER KAMA: Second.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Moved by Member Hokama, seconded by Member Kama.
discussion? Seeing none, all those in favor, signify by saying “aye.”

Any

COUNCILMEMBERS VOICED AYE.
CHAIR MOLINA: All those opposed? Thank you. Chair will mark it unanimous, nine-zero.
VOTE:

AYES:

Chair Molina, Vice-Chair Rawlins-Fernandez,
Cóuncilmembers Hokama, Kama, King, Lee,
Paltin, Sinenci, and Sugimura.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

ADOPTION
OF
RESOLUTION
TO
APPROVE
THE
APPOINTMENT OF HENRIETTE “MEl LANI” AKI TO THE
COUNCIL ON AGING.

MS. BAlSA: Thank you very much, Chair and Members.
CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you. Chairman King?
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Yeah, just a point of privilege. I wanted to ask Ms. Balsa, are we
still waiting for an appointment for, from the County Council or is this the vacant seat,
which is number, line number 12? Is that going to be appointed by the Mayor?
MS. BAlSA: There is...
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CHAIR MOLINA: Ms. Baisa?
MS. BAlSA: Thank you very much, Chair.
CHAIR MOLINA: Go ahead.
MS. BAlSA: Ms. King, the decision is that the Mayor has the prerogative to appoint, but he
would like you to do that, and I think it’s been transmitted to ask you.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Okay. So, just to let you know, Chair, I did put out an e-mail to
all the Councilmembers so hoping somebody will step up and would like to be on this
Council on Aging.
(inaudible)... Thank you.
..

.

MS. BAlSA: Chair?
CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you. Ms. Baisa?
MS. BAlSA: Maybe I can explain. Member Carroll is, was representing the Council on the
Council on Aging, and so he’s, not in Council anymore, so we should really have
somebody representing you folks.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Thank you.
CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you very much. Appreciate the consideration. Member Paltin?
COUNCILMEMBER PALTIN:
about?

I just was wondering when do you guys meet and what is it

MS. BAlSA: The Council on Aging?
COUNCILMEMBER PALTIN: Yeah.
MS. BAlSA: The Council on Aging meets once a
Center, and there is a, let me look, there’s a,
of the members are seniors. They come from
is a seat assigned for a Councilmember, and
Councilmember.

month and they meet at the
it’s a 15-member commission
all different geographic areas,
it would be very nice to have

Cameron
and most
but there
a current

COUNCILMEMBER PALTIN: Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Chair, can I ask one more question?
CHAIR MOLINA: Chairman King?
COUNCILMEMBER KING: What is considered a senior for the purposes of this committee?
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CHAIR MOLINA: Proceed, Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Age wise.
MS. BAlSA: Ms. King, it really depends. There are many interpretations of senior. It ranges
from 55 all the way to 65
--

COUNCILMEMBER KING: Right.
MS. BAlSA: --depending and in this group, it tends to be 55.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Okay, great, thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER KAMA: Chair?
CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you. Member Kama?
COUNCILMEMBER KAMA:
meet.

I have a question regarding the days of the month that you all

CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Ms. Baisa?
MS. BAlSA: I am really, really sorry, but I didn’t think to bring that particular information
with me, but I know they meet once a month, and it’s set so everybody should know
when it’s going to be, but I can transmit that if you’d like.
COUNCILMEMBER KAMA: I think that would be helpful, because we’re all chairing meetings
and sub chairing, and there’s some meetings that we don’t need to be at but we don’t
know when and where, so
--

MS. BAlSA: Absolutely. I’ll take care of that right away.
COUNCILMEMBER KAMA: --that would be information we need. Thank you.
CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you very much. And certainly, this commission has a big... is very
much involved in a lot of the senior issues here in Maui County. One in particular if
I’m correct is the Senior Fair, which occurs in October? Ms. Balsa?
MS. BAlSA: Yes, very much so. They’re involved in the Senior Fair and in all kinds of things.
We know how busy Kaunoa is and all the activities that seniors do. So, it’s a very
important body, and I think it’s really important that we have good representation. If
you’re wondering why I’m hedging about the time when it meets, I am still putting
together a calendar of when all the commissions and boards meet and all of the
chairs. Unfortunately, we also going through this big change. We just did the mass
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nomination, so all of this data, as soon as you folks approve that, we will issue a new
thing that we have a list of all the commissions and who the chairs are and all that
stuff. It’s going to be updated as soon as the mass nomination is completed.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay and thank you for that, Ms. Balsa. And certainly, with your expertise
as far as going back to the Council on Aging, your input certainly is quite, quite
valuable there. So, Members, if any of you down the road is interested in being the ex
officio to this very important commission, let the Mayor’s Office know and Chair.
Ms. King?
COUNCILMEMBER KING:

.

.

.

(inaudible).

.

.

saying, I was going to say just let me know

--

CHAIR MOLINA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: --and I can transmit that name. Thank you.
CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you. Okay, Members, let’s move on.
much, Ms. Balsa, for your input on the previous item.

And thank you again very

MS. BAlSA: Thank you very much. I appreciate your cooperation. Thank you.
CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you.

GET-lill) LITIGATION MATTERS (SETTLEMENT AUTHORIZATION:
DAVID J.
CHEVALIER AND PATRICIA A. CHEVALIER V. COUNTY OF MAUI, ET AL.;
CiVIL 18-1-0353(3)) (CC 19-12)
CHAIR MOLINA: Alright, Members, moving on to GET-i 1(i). The Committee is in receipt of
a correspondence dated January 25, 2019, from the Corporation Counsel’s Office,
requesting consideration of a proposed resolution entitled Authorizing Settlement of
David J. Chevalier and Patricia A. Chevalier Versus the County of Maui, Et Al.
Civil 18-1-0353(3); and transmitting a copy of the complaint. Joining us from the
Corporation Counsel’s Office we have Kristin Trenholme [sic]. Good morning.
MS. TARNSTROM: Good morning, Chair. It’s Kristi Tarnstrom.
CHAIR MOLINA: Tarnstrom, I’m sorry.
MS. TARNSTROM: There’s two of us in the office that have the same name basically.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, sorry.
MS. TARNSTROM: I understand the confusion.
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CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you for that clarification. Proceed and give the Members your
opening, comments in open session regarding this matter.
MS. TARNSTROM: Thank you, Mr. Chair. You have the complaint before you, but the
plaintiff’s in this case by way of summary David and Patricia Chevalier and the
following defendants own several neighboring plots of land in Kula, Maui. Both of the
plaintiffs and the following defendants have applied for water meters on their property
and were subsequently placed on the Upcountry priority list due to lack of available
water and infrastructure to service all properties located Upcountry. The following
defendants came up off the list in 2004 for eight water meters and in 2005 for an
additional three.
The following defendants were subsequently granted several
extensions of their water meter reservations. And finally in September 2017, the
Department granted its final extension on December 31, 2018. The Department has
since refused to grant any additional extensions. On August 29th, the plaintiffs, David
and Patricia Chevalier, brought suit against the County of Maui and the following
defendants. The complaint consisted of 15 counts, included several counts related to
the Department of Water Supply’s creation and management of the Upcountry priority
list and related to water meter applications of the following defendants and the
plaintiffs in particular. The lawsuit additionally attempted to invalidate the final
subdivision approval of the following defendants and enjoin the following defendants
from completing any grading or grubbing work on their property until various alleged
breaches of State and County law were remedied. Our Office, the Department of
Corporation Counsel filed a motion to dismiss the majority of the claims against the
County on December 10, 2018. The plaintiffs moved for a temporary restraining order
on December 13, 2018, to prevent the following defendants from completing any work
on their property.
The court granted that temporary restraining order on
December 14, 2018. The plaintiffs had also moved for a longer term temporary
injunction and a hearing’s on that commenced on December 17th of 2018. That
hearing continued for several days and ultimately through the deadline of December
31, 2018. That final extension expired during the pendency of those hearings, which
in effect prevented the following defendants from completing their improvements and
getting their water meters. Prior to the completion of the hearings on the temporary
injunction and prior to the County’s motion to dismiss being heard and prior to
plaintiffs’ motion to leave to amend their complaint adding additional claims against
the County as well as the defendants. The parties agreed to enter into mediation and
to resolve all of the issues brought by that lawsuit. That mediation has led us to this
meeting today, and in order to discuss the terms of that settlement I would request to
go into executive session.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, thank you very much. Members, do you have any questions in open
session? Of course, this is a rather sensitive issue, so depending on what type of
question is asked we may have to consider executive session. Member Sugimura
followed by Chairman King.
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COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: Thank you. So, this is in my community from a family that
is very well known by many, and so emotionally I’m involved with this, but I just
wanted to state that. So, the Fong family has been working on their subdivision
periodically, and I just wonder are there any... are they able to install any one, any
water meters now? Have they completed of the.. .what is it.. .they got 11 water meters.
Were they able to finish some so they could get some of the water meters or does it
have to be all or nothing?
MS. TARNSTROM: They...
CHAIR MOLINA: Corporation Counsel?
MS. TARNSTROM: Sorry. Thank you, Member Sugimura. The.. .they have not completed
any of the improvements, which would allow them to accept any of their water meters.
So, right now, they are impeded from accepting any water meters.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: Okay, thank you.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, thank you, Ms. Sugimura. Chairman King?.
COUNCILMEMBER KING:
Okay.
Just a quick question, when you said, when you
mentioned that earlier in your statement that there were no further extensions, you
were just talking about the one for that one customer, not... I mean, have they been
issuing extensions?
MS. TARNSTROM:

.

.

.

(inaudible)...

COUNCILMEMBER KING: Okay. They didn’t cut out doing extensions totally?
MS. TARNSTROM: I can’t speak to what the Department’s doing right now.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Okay.
MS. TARNSTROM: The.. .as to this case, that is.. .that was the final extension givenCOUNCILMEMBER KING: For this case?
MS. TARNSTROM: --for this case.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Airight, thank you.
CHAIR MOLINA: Members, any other questions in open session? Okay, seeing none, then
the Chair’s going to recommend going into executive session pursuant to Section
92-5(a)(4), Hawaii Revised Statutes, to consult with the board’s attorney on questions
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and issues pertaining to the board’s powers, duties, privileges, immunities, and
liabilities. Chair’s asking for a motion.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER KAMA: Second.
CHAIR MOLINA: Moved by Member Sugimura, seconded by Member Kama. Any discussion?
Seeing none, all those signify by saying “aye.”
COUNCILMEMBERS VOICED AYE.
CHAIR MOLINA: All those opposed? Okay. Chair will mark it eight “ayes” with one excusal,
Member Lee.

VOTE:

AYES:

Chair Molina, Vice-Chair Rawlins-Fernandez,
Councilmembers Hokama, Kama, King, Paltin,
Sinenci, and Sugimura.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

Councilmember Lee.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

APPROVE; RECESS open meeting and CONVENE
executive meeting.

CHAIR MOLINA: So Members, we’re about to secure the Chambers for executive session, so
the Chair will call for a recess, and when we do reconvene, it will be in executive
session. Meeting in recess.
(gavel).
.

RECESS:

9:17a.m.

RECONVENE:

10:26 a.m.

.

.

CHAIR MOLINA:
(gavel)... The GET meeting for Tuesday, February 26, 2019, is now
back in session. Members, before the Chair makes a recommendation, are there any
questions or concerns in open session? Okay. Chair will therefore then recommend
...

-
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the, will ask for a motion to support the proposed resolution, which is to authorize
settlement of the case. Is there a motion?
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER KAMA: So moved. Second.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. It’s been moved by Member Sugimura, seconded by Member Kama.
Any discussion? Seeing none, all those in favor, signify by saying “aye.”
COUNCILMEMBERS VOICED AYE.
CHAIR MOLINA:
nine-zero.

All those opposed?

VOTE:

Thank you.

The Chair will mark it unanimous

AYES:

Chair Molina, Vice-Chair Rawlins-Fernandez,
Councilmembers Hokama, Kama, King, Lee,
Paltin, Sinenci, and Sugimura.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

ADOPTION OF RESOLUTION.

CHAIR MOLINA: Members, it’s roughly 10:30 a.m. Chair would like to ask for a recess and
upon coming back from recess, we will get to our pre-Budget presentations from the
Police Department, Liquor Department, and Personnel. Members, we shall come back
to the Chambers at 10:40 a.m. Meeting in recess.
(gavel).
.

RECESS:

10:27 a.m.

RECONVENE:

10:39 a.m.

.

.

CHAIR MOLINA:
(gavel)... The GET meeting for Tuesday, February 26, 2019, is now
back in session.
Members, it is 10:40 a.m.
Thank you very much for that
refreshment break
..

.
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GET-18(1) PRE-BUDGET SESSION PRESENTATION (DEPARTMENT OF POLICE)

(Rule

CHAIR MOLINA: We have our next Committee item, which is Item 18(1), which is a
pre-Budget session presentation from the Department of Police. And joining us here
this morning, of course, we have Chief Tivo Faaumu. Thank you, Chief, for being
here. And also Chief will be assisted by, I guess, the Business Administrator--if I have
the title correct--Ms. Melissa Magonigle; and then the Research Analyst Ms. Greer
Prince; and also, we have in the gallery, Deputy Police Chief Mr. Dean Rickard. Thank
you very much for being here, Chief and staff members. So, how I would like to
proceed this morning, Chief, we’ll go ahead and have you take the lead, or whoever
you designate with a PowerPoint presentation. And thank you very much on such
short notice for being here to give us this very important presentation. So, Chief,
please proceed.
MR. FAAUMU: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, good morning. And, Councilmembers, good
morning. And thank you for introducing my team as the Council Chair [sic] had
mentioned to you my team for, that present here this morning and, hopefully, we’ll be
able to answer your questions as you put in your request the pre-budget hearing for
the Department of Police. And we do have a presentation, and in the presentation,
we’ll go over our duties and responsibilities, the breakdown of the Department into
different program, and then, hopefully, with that it give you an idea of how the
Department is. And with that, as Mr. Chair mentioned to you, Ms. Magonigle will be
our, controlling our PowerPoint presentation. As you can see our mission, the
purpose of our Department, again, is to provide safety for our public, but we also do
prevention, a proactive role. And if we do locate those that are responsible as
offenders, we arrest them, and we want to reassure our community that our role is to
protect personal and property right. And also as you all know, the County do support
the State and Federal law enforcement officers and in our County. So, giving you an
idea on how the organizational chart, how the Department, as you can see from our
Mayor down to our commissioners. I am appointed by our commissioners and then
the Office of the Chief. To my left, as you can see that, our Uniform Services where it
breaks down to our districts. We have six districts. District I is Wailuku district, but
District I consists of Central Maui; Lanai District is our District II; Hana district is our
District III; Lahaina, the west side of the island, District IV; Molokai district is District
V. Our new created district is District VI, that’s on the south side, that is Kihei. And
then, under the Uniform Services, we also have our Traffic Section. The other program
we have is the Support Services Bureau. I’m gonna go over that. As you can see, we
have our Technical Services is breakdown to our Record Section, Motorpool, Radio
Shop, and our Utility Section. On the Community Relations side where we have our
PlO, the instructors for the DARE program, and these other folks that reach out to the
community, address some of the community concern, and be the conduit between the
community and the Department. Our Plans and Training Section, they do research
and development and they work side by side with our Quality Assurance, making sure
-
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to find the best practice or best evidence practice as far as law enforcement concern,
and then our Communication Section, where we have our 911 center and our
receiving desk. Our Investigative Services Bureau, we have our Juvenile Section, they
are responsible for reaching out to the school. We have our School Resources Officer
fall under the Juvenile Section. We have counselors that work with our students, and
we also have different program that we have in our Juvenile Section where we work
side by side or in tandem with the Department of Education and also the parents or
the individual responsible for the juvenile.
We have our Criminal Investigation
Division where they responsible for mostly felony cases and major cases or any
high-profile cases that occurred in our County, but they are also responsible for the
Domestic Violence Unit. As you know, a lot of that has concern with your constituents
and even in our community. Our Vice Division, their main purpose is to seek out
those that supply drugs to our community, and it involves a lot of detailed
investigation, different type of investigation, and then they also go out on the street
and work with those that when we have issues on the street with street peddlers. Our
Special Response Team, we call on them when something happen, and they do work
side by side with our Federal counterpart in task force, so that is our Special Response
Team. And as I mention to you with the Vice Division, we also have our Gambling
Section. Now, the Administrative Services, Administrative Program, that program
comes under the Office of the Chief that consists of the administrative services where
Ms. Magonigle is in charge of. They are responsible for our budget or finance and also
our personnel. Our Quality Assurance, Quality Assurance, they are responsible to
making sure that the Department meet the CALEA accreditation. And it’s very
important that we do that, because in case you have any questions on what is best
practice out there, CALEA provide us that. Everything that we do, as yoU can try
think about it, well, now I’m the Chief, I want to do this, do that, and when I move on
somebody else come in and say, well, let me do something else different than what the
former chief did. Well, CALEA standardize it, so it does provide best practice as
training, equipment, and also how to address personnel. And also, in case I attend a
meeting somewhere, a conference, and I have some good ideas like three o’clock in the
morning, I will talk to my CALEA folks and said, hey, I have these idea, would you look
at it and tell me whether it’s a good idea or not. That is our Quality Assurance. And
then, our Criminal Intelligence Unit, those are the folks that if there is anything going
on with the County or any threat, they do threat assessment, they work side by side
with the, our State and Federal counterpart, anything happen or any threat to the
State or County they are responsible for that, and they brief the Chief on a daily basis
addressing us on any issues in the community, and then our internal affairs that
keeps us in line, and these are the unit that consists of that. The organizational chart
for the Maui Police Department. As you all know, I come under our commissioners, as
you can see, organizational chart with four Police Commissioners with the Chair, the
Vice-Chair, and the Police Commission’s members. And I had went through.. .1 went
over this with you folks, so we will move forward with the breakdown, as you can see,
and I hope you have the presentation with you as I mention to you with the
Administration Program, the breakdown on it, the Ad services, CIU, Internal Affairs,
and Quality Assurance. And I did talk about our Investigative Services Bureau that
-
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consists of those units that are assigned to them. These folks are focused on some of
the issues and major issues. You know, our Special Response Team, I wanted to
touch little bit on it. A lot of times, you know, others will ask, Chief, why do you need
them, you know. It is one of the goal and, you know, for us first responders we always
prepare for the worst and hope for the best, and one thing is you will know we are here
on an island in the middle of nowhere, so we need a team that be able to address any
major issues that happen here in our County, and that’s the role of our special
response. They train, they address... let me back up, we, in the tactical unit of the
Special Response Team, we also house the negotiators. How should I forget that
because I was a negotiator. I talked about this. Back up. I think when I talk about
the Uniform Services, one unit in there is the Crime Reduction Unit. The Crime
Reduction Unit is part of the districts wherever they are assigned to, and in this case
they are assigned to the Wailuku or Central District, and they do respond to any major
issue. Their primary function is they address any concern from the community as far
as criminal issues, you know, car break-in, we have hotspots here and there, and the
Assistant Chief in charge of our Uniform Services Bureau will assign them to address
those issues. And through the workload assessments and the analysis done by
Ms. Greer we’re able to deploy them to this area. Even some of the concern that you
have from your constituents, we do address them when you send it to my office. This
are the.. .this is the breakdown of our districts. If you look pretty much the same
there. You know, if you can see Wailuku District, it’s basically our biggest districts.
It’s central.. .we get Central Maui and they cover lot, a lot of area. We have our Hana
Districts or Lahaina Districts and Kihei and, of course, our neighbor islands, Lanai
and Molokai. I did talk about our Technical Support Services Bureau. One thing I
can say, these are the unsung heroes. These are the folks that connect the dots. We
can’t operate without our Motorpool folks. We can’t operate without the radio shop
making sure that all the equipment are in place. Our community cannot reach out to
the Police without our 911 operators. These are... I always call them the unsung
heroes ‘cause when you see big cases being solved, and you wonder when you read
about the paper it’s always done by a detectives and the lieutenants, but the folks
behind the scene that making sure that everything is working are these folks, the
Technical and Support Services Bureau, and is a combination of civilians and/or
non-sworn personnel and sworn personnel. Like anything else, we do have vacancies.
As you can see, we have 3 Captains, 5 Lieutenants, 12 Sergeants, 35 Police Officer II,
and 5 Police Officer I. You might wonder why do I have a lot of those vacancies. As
you all know, once you put in your years of services, 25 years, that’s way back then,
folks can put in for retirement, so those are... at times, we can try to convince them to
stay on but most of them will move on. The other area that cause vacancies are
personal choices by our members. Sometimes, it’s always green on the other side of
the pasture, so they do move on to the other sides. And I keep reminding them it’s
only around the fence, in the middle of the pastures is always dry and brown, there’s
nothing there, but a lot of them will move on and then they’ll find out later on there’s,
oh yes, Chief, you were right. And, of course, as you can see, some are based on
issues that happen in the Department, then the Department will have to take action.
So, that’s kind of the reason why that we have vacancies with the Department. That is
-
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our sworn personnel and now is our emergency service dispatchers, that’s what the
ESD stand for. And as you can see, there’s a lot of challenge. That section, we have a
lot of challenge. But one thing, again, I want to mention to you folks, I want to thank
you folks for your support in the past. You had approved incentive pay for these folks.
These folks, they are there day in day out making sure that the members of the
community get the right service they are requesting from the Police. As you know, our
dispatch center we manage Police, Fire, and medic. And then, we do have vacancies
with the other position in various area of the Department. Our Capital Improvement
Project, I know it was a concern for you folks. If you can... in my presentation,
Fiscal Year 2018, we did ask for the Lahaina locker room, and as we speak the
demolition is going on right now, and the Betsill Brothers Construction has been
awarded the bid and they are moving on it. They started February 4th of this year, and
they had 120 days to complete the project. For FY 2019, we did ask for a forensic
facility, the air conditioners improvement, and you folks had approved it in the past.
So, as you can see, we did hire GYA Architects. These are the... this folks are the
consultants for this project, and then they are working on a design and the
mechanical engineering of it. And our last project, last two project for FY 2019 is the
replacement of the fuel tank at the Wailuku Police Station, and then the reinforcement
of our receiving desk by installing ballistic windows. As you all know, our community
has changed a lot, and sometimes we have to respond to the challenge that is out
there. And with that, I hope I covered everything about the Department, give you a
snapshot of it, different program, CIP that you folks had approved, where we are with
it, and the time to complete those projects. And at this point, I am open for questions.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, thank you very much, Chief. Prior to opening the floor for questions,
I would like to remind the Members we’re under some time constraints today, so
Chair’s only going to allow one round of maybe two, possibly three questions each,
because we do have two more departments to present, and we do have a committee
meeting at 1:30 today. So, Chair basically only has one question for now, Chief.
Your... some of our departments have told us with their pre-budget presentations they
have not finalized the minute details of their proposals. Where are you at? Has the
Police Commission have a chance to review your Department’s proposals, Chief?
MR. FAAUMU: Thank you, Mr. Chair. What I can do is Ill have Ms. Magonigle that had
responsible for our budget, if that’s okay with you, Mr. Chair, to respond?
CHAIR MOLINA: No problems, Chief.
MS. MAGONIGLE: Good morning, Chair. The Police Commission did review our budget.
There was a budget committee within the Police Commission. They reviewed it, we
presented it to the Police Commission, and they did approve the budget before it was
submitted.

-
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CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, thank you.
followed by Ms. Lee.

Airight, we’ll start towards my left with Mr. Sinenci,

COUNCILMEMBER SINENCI: Thank you, Chair. Yeah, my first question, what is the
Department’s efforts to recruit and to fill some of the vacancies at the Department?
MR. FAAUMU: Chair?
CHAIR MOLINA: Proceed.
MR. FAAUMU: Thank you, Councilmember. That is a good question and I’m pretty sure
each and every one of you have that. What I’ll do is I’ll start with our police officers.
What is our efforts on it? Deputy Chief and Executive Staff do include Ms. Magonigle
and our Quality Assurance Analyst, we created a recruitment team involving members
of the Police Department and one area we also looking at is doing recruitment at the
school. Our juvenile section has a teen academy, consists of two weeks. So, at the
end of the two weeks, we looking at see if we can recruit a lot of, some of them, you
know, in our teen academy. But as you know that, in order for you to be a police
officer you must be 21 years old, so there is a gap there. So, we would like to revisit
some of the program that we had in the past, so we’re looking at revisiting that. One
of those program is the cadet program, so we... this is our thoughts, our thought is you
graduate from the teen academy, you can go into the cadet program, and then from
there, hopefully, we, you can sign up as a police officer and if not, we know that you
will be a good members of our community. That’s one area that we are looking at. We
have other ideas that we are going to propose to the Administration as far as
recruitment, some incentive area that we are looking at and, hopefully, that will be
brought up in front of you. That is for our police officers, but I want to let you know
that the Seattle Police Department and King’s County they were in Honolulu
recruiting, and I’m pretty sure they have a pretty good package, and there are those
that move on. For our dispatchers, our dispatchers are a challenge, but what we did,
we did a study, look at the recruitment and retention. Recruitment we are doing good
with recruitment. Retention, we have an issue with the retention and a lot of it has to
do with training and the task we require this individual to perform. So, Ms. Magonigle
and Quality Assurance, Ms. Prince, they review those and we are looking at taking
some of our position ESD or Emergency Service Dispatcher II and reallocate it to ESD
I. And the reason behind that is based on the survey, you know, we can take the two
tasks that we require of them with the first task is call takers and then the second
task is to dispatch the, they assign it to a unit. So, call takers, we think that will be
an idea, hopefully, we can maintain, we can improve on retention, you know, a lot of
them will come in and once they realize that then they, they say this not for them.
The other area we’re looking at is we looking at our Molokai 911 center. As you know
that County of Maui, we do have two, it’s called a public answering [sic] service [sic]
point, PSAP, as we call, so Maui has two, Molokai and the County of, and then
Wailuku. We looking at bringing the Molokai center under the Support Services
Bureau, and right now they are under the Uniform Services Bureau but we want to
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put them under the Support Services Bureau, and our idea is you folks had approved
an expansion position for a Emergency Service Coordinator, and then you also
approve a supervisor position for Molokai. So, having the coordinator station on Maui
and two supervisors on both center can be able to maintain the continuity of
leadership but also the operation, and hopefully, that will work. And we also learned
from our study that rural district retention is good and recruitment is also good, and
we do have some Molokai folks that had applied for dispatchers, and then when
position opened up in Molokai they transfer back to Molokai, but now if we put them
under the one program then it’s easier for us to move personnel. Those are some of
our ideas and, hopefully, that will help. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER SINENCI Thank you, Chief. Just one more question.
CHAIR MOLINA: Proceed.
COUNCILMEMBER SINENCI: I didn’t see... did you have a homicide department in your
organizational chart, and the second part of that question is do you have a County
examiner, medical examiner as part of that staff?
CHAIR MOLINA: Chief?
MR. FAAUMU Thank you, Chair. In my organizational chart, if you.. .they come under the
Criminal Investigative Division. And in the CID Division, they are responsible for, they
have different units. We do have crime against person, that where your homicide
detectives fall under, and we have property crime. We have white collar crime and we
just created a cyber unit that is responsible for, as you all know, all the challenges we
are facing now. As far as the pathologist responsible, the County of Maui, I am the
coroner. If you look at the State of Hawaii, Honolulu County, they have a medical
examiners; neighbor islands, the Police Chief is the Coroner and the officers are the
Deputy Coroners, so we do have our forensic facility that you folks had kindly
approved the budget for it. We house that role or that discipline that responsible as
far as autopsy and post investigation.
COUNCILMEMBER SINENCI So, just for clarification, we have one on island. We’re not
looking to Oahu or any other islands for that service?
CHAIR MOLINA: Chief?
MR. FAAUMU: Chair, we have a contract. We have a contract with the company that we can
reach out to and there is one. We don’t look. We’re not looking to the medical
examiner’s office in Oahu, if that’s, kind of, what you asking.
COUNCILMEMBER SINENCI: Thank you.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, thank you, Mr. Sinenci.
-
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MR. FAAUMU: Thank you, Councilmember.
CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you, Chief, for those very detailed answers. I didn’t think we would
be asking those questions during real Budget Session but thank you. Member Lee?
COUNCILMEMBER LEE: Thank you, Chair. Hi, Chief. Okay, I’m going to ask if you can
provide us with your domestic violence cases for the last three years when you have
time, if you can send it in writing, the last three years. We started a domestic violence
unit back in the ‘90s, and it was really effective and I’d like to see, you know, track the
last three years, see if that unit is needing more resources or possibly people. The
other question I have is what do you consider the top three drugs being abused in
Maui County?
CHAIR MOLINA: Chief?
MR. FAAUMU: Thank you, Chair. As far as the first questions, Chair if it’s okay, I can defer
that to my analyst, Ms. Greer Prince to respond to the statistics involve the past three
years where our domestic violence unit or. our DVU unit had investigated. Chair,
--

CHAIR MOLINA: Okay.
MR. FAAUMU: --if it’s okay?
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you, Chief. Ms. Prince, you have the floor.
MS. PRINCE: Good morning.
Our top two drugs are really number one and by far,
marijuana, and the second is crystal methamphetamine, and then farther down the
line we’ve seen a growth in the use of cocaine in the last year, but otherwise, really, it’s
just those two. And I can provide you numbers if you’re interested with the numbers
of marijuana related cases and the methamphetamine related cases over a period of
time if you’d like.
COUNCILMEMBER LEE: Yes, that would be very helpful. Thank you. I...what...if you could
also include driving under the influence of drugs and if marijuana is on the rise.
MS. PRINCE: Okay. DUI drugs. And last year for abuse related cases, we had just over
4,000, but I have a report that I just finished, and I’ll send that to you this afternoon
about domestic violence.
COUNCILMEMBER LEE: Thank you. Thank you very much.
CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you, Member Lee. Miss... Committee Vice-Chair Rawlins-Fernandez
and, of course, Economic and Development, Budget Chair, you have the floor.

-
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VICE-CHAIR RAWLINS-FERNANDEZ: Mahalo, Chair. Okay, thank you. Aloha, Chief. Okay,
first question, the CIP projects that you listed for us, will you be... will the Department
be requesting additional funding to complete any of the CIP projects in FY ‘18 and ‘19
that you provided?
CHAIR MOLINA: Chief?
MR. FAAUMU: Thank you, Chair. What I can do if it’s okay with the Chair, I can defer it to
our budget, our business administrators to respond, if that’s okay.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Ms. Magonigle?
MS. MAGONIGLE: Councilmember, no, we will have all the.. .we’re anticipating to have all
the funds available to complete all the projects. So, we just recently did an $80,000
transfer about a month ago, so that was approved, thank you, and we should have all
the funding for all the CIP projects for ‘18 and ‘19.
VICE-CHAIR RAWLINS-FERNANDEZ: Okay. Mahalo. For FY ‘20, in the, in last, in the
current fiscal year’s budget, there’s an anticipated CIP request for 450,000. Is that
still something that the Department is planning to request?
CHAIR MOLINA: Chief or Ms. Magonigle?
MS. MAGONIGLE: Was that for FY ‘20 or for ‘19?
VICE-CHAIR RAWLINS-FERNANDEZ: In FY ‘19, it projects out how much the Department
expects to request in additional years up until FY ‘24, and so the.. .it’s the project
name is Countywide Police Facilities.
MS. MAGONIGLE: Yes, we had submitted our ‘20 already, so we’re waiting for the response
back from the Mayor, but it is a little more than that with some projects that are going
on. And for ‘19, we were awarded 848,000 for ‘19 and then 425,000 for FY ‘18, but ‘20
will, we are requesting more for FY ‘20.
VICE-CHAIR RAWLINS-FERNANDEZ:
Okay. Thank you.
For the vacancies that you
provided, do you have the cost associated with all of that?
CHAIR MOLINA: Ms. Magonigle?
MS. MAGONIGLE: The total cost...
CHAIR MOLINA: I’m sorry, Ms. Magonigle, if I could just ask you to speak more directly to
the mic, Staff has requested.

-
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MS. MAGONIGLE: Sorry, Chair. Yes, Councilmember, the total cost savings and this is just
from the annual base salary, this includes sworn, non-sworn, is $5,539,908.
VICE-CHAIR RAWLINS-FERNANDEZ:
personnel?

Okay.

And do you have the number for the civil

MS. MAGONIGLE: Yes, I have the breakdown for... I’ll do the breakdown, so just for the
sworn personnel, 4,319,568; for the emergency services dispatchers, 848,628; and for
the other civilian, 371,712. Thank you, Chair.
VICE-CHAIR RAWLINS-FERNANDEZ: Okay, thank you. And then last question.
CHAIR MOLINA: Last one, proceed.
VICE-CHAIR RAWLINS-FERNANDEZ:
clinical psychologist?

Okay.

In your Department, is there an in-house

CHAIR MOLINA: Ms. Magonigle?
MS. MAGONIGLE: Chair, we do not have an in-house clinical psychologist. We do have a
psychologist, a forensic psychologist that comes over from Oahu. In-house we do have
peer support, chaplains group, we have EAP, so we do have psychological services
available in-house, but we do not have an in-house psychologist. Thank you, Chair.
VICE-CHAIR RAWLINS-FERNANDEZ: Okay. Thank you, Ms. Magonigle. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, thank you, Ms. Rawlins-Fernandez. Member Hokama?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, thank you. Chief, we go back many years. So, I
appreciate your administration of a very important department for us. Couple of
things though, is the Department anticipate any additional collection of revenues owed
us through either cooperative efforts with the Feds or reimbursements from FEMA or
other activities? Is there a amount of revenue that the, your Department is trying to
either recoup or receive back in grants?
MR. FAAUMU: Thank you, Chair and Councilmember. Thank you very much for your kind
words about the Department and my administration. Responding to your questions,
let’s start with FEMA. Anytime we have a disaster, we do make sure that all damages
to the Department’s properties are elsewhere calculated and submit to the Maui
Emergency Management Agencies [sic] and they do have a threshold and if the, if we
meet the threshold then we’ll apply for a reimbursement and that will cover any
damage to our equipment and also will cover the man power that had respond to the
disaster. We do have grant, grants from the Federal government. These grant we use
it through our effort to address narcotics investigation that is occurring on our
community. And we also have grants from the Attorney General’s that help us. Some
-
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of these grant we receive as we went through in front of the Governor’s committee on
crime, and we did ask for funding to support our forensic facility to purchase new
equipment to meet the need, and also to fund our cybercrime unit and they did
provide us. We also have grants through the Attorney General’s that support our
domestic violence unit. These grants come through Violence Against Women Act, so
we have money from the Federal government or the grant and...
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: You have anything from interagency joint efforts, whether it
was with the FBI and State Sheriffs Office, you guys did a joint, you know,
governmental drugs sting or whatever it may be, and you know, Maui County shares
gonna be X amount of dollars for our participation or our ability to get the case
concluded to, you know, mutual satisfaction? So, that’s what I’m more concerned
about, are we able to get additional dollars whether it’s gonna be just what we call
forfeiture funds or not, is that something that is, we can count on for the Department
to secure during the budget year?
CHAIR MOLINA: Chief?
MR. FAAUMU: Thank you, Chair. And the answer to your question is yes. If the Maui Police
Department and we had involved with joint operation through an investigation with
the Federal government and if the case involve our participation and if there is
forfeiture involved then the Federal government will look at the shares of individual
agencies that involve and it depends on the participation with the investigation, but we
do have...
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: We have nothing coming in this year?
MR. FAAUMU: I know we had received some money and from the Attorney.., normally, the
money will go to the Attorney General’s Office and then they’ll send to us. We do have
some funding in our Forfeiture Fund, yes.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. But at this time, you cannot tell us the Department
has about quarter million dollars of outstanding, is planning to collect from joint
efforts or...
MR. FAAUMU: There are some cases pending and it’s still ongoing right now.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay, okay. Understood.
MR. FAAUMU:
Fund.

And, but we do, our Forfeiture Fund, we have 144,000 in our Forfeiture

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. No and I appreciate that, Chief. Again, you are
restricted on its use, so we understand that. One quick clarification, after Ms. Lee,
when you brought up, she brought up the substance controlled issues you folks
-
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mentioned marijuana and crystal meth.
included in this list?

Where is alcohol and cigarettes or vaping

CHAIR MOLINA: Chief?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Or are they not considered part of the substance issues?
MR. FAAUMU: Thank you, Chair. If I can have my analyst, Ms. Greer, respond with the
statistics as far as the alcohol and vaping that we had complaints that we received at
this point.
CHAIR MOLINA: Ms. Prince?
MS. PRINCE: Liquor, related offenses and DUI or driving under the influence are separated
from other drug categories. We follow the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s uniform
crime reporting and so they separate liquor from drugs. And then vaping is typically,
when it’s a crime it’s usually associated with juveniles, so then we count that under a
more, like a status offense. So, we keep track of all those things but they’re just not
all kept together under a large category of substance abuse.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So, you couldn’t tell us today where it stands in the possible
line up of products that people are abusing themselves with?
MS. PRINCE: I can add all those numbers together and tell you if.. .1 don’t know off the top of
my head. We usually have between 850 and 1,000 OUI arrests per year and that
varies from year to year, and then vaping, we don’t have large numbers of offenses
related to that but we do have some. Alcohol offenses in addition drinking in
historical district or different County offenses, there’s a variety of different things
associated with alcohol offenses. So, if you add them altogether it would probably be
in the top three.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. I appreciate your response. Chair, I was just trying
to... again we know it’s issues out there, yeah, community issues. So, my thing is, you
know, whether it be Federally authorized for sale to adults or not doesn’t matter to me,
you know, if it’s an issue, it’s an issue. So, I just need to know where it stands up
with everything else that challenges us. My last question, Chief, is, you know, for me
it’s been years I’ve been harping on this regarding bad drivers of this County and
illegal parking. So, what can you do this budget year or during this current budget
year and the upcoming budget year, how you’re gonna address this concern that I
believe is really a big factor in pedestrian safety, road safety?
CHAIR MOLINA: Chief?

-
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:
But I need.. .we need something better regarding illegal
parking and people running and taking chances with yellow and red lights in
intersections, Chief.
CHAIR MOLINA: Chief, go ahead.
MR. FAAUMU: Thank you, Chair. Councilmember Hokama, your concern is pretty much
one of the top concern of our community and to address motorists out there on the
road and making sure that they follow the rules, I want to thank you folks for
approving our motor unit. We do have a motorcycle unit that are out there working on
that. We like to see more of them out there, but again, it’s something that I need to
present to our new Administration. With the motorcycle unit, I know your concern
with pedestrians. We do, what these folks are doing now they are working with the
school and they go out, they breakdown all the schools and they go out there and they
work with our crossing guard to make sure our children cross the road safely, and we
do that in the morning and we also do it in the afternoon. Pedestrians is also a big
concern for us. We are looking at our community police officers and also our traffic
section, again, to do more education and work side by side with our State counterpart
and as a result, you can see some of the... if you drive through Kahului and, I think,
mostly in Kahului you can see all those posted marking that we put at crosswalk.
Those are some of the effort from our traffic commanders working side by side with
our State to help us address those issues. Illegal parking is always an issue and the
issue is it’s not just parking your vehicles on the side but is preventing our, or kind of
hamper the respond especially our Fire Department and our ambulance, you know,
they have a bigger apparatus than me. But we do from time to time, we, and most of
the times usually when you folks send up requests to my office from your constituents
about illegal parking and we go out and we enforce. And we work closely, our
community relation section had reached out the community and some of the
subdivision and work on creating a neighborhood where not only to deter criminal
activity but also address parking violation and why it’s so important to the Police and
to everybody else to include this body. So, it’s an effort we continue addressing.
Thank you, Councilmember.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, thank you, Mr. Hokama. Member Paltin?
COUNCILMEMBER PALTIN: Thank you, Chair. I just was wondering following in the line of
questions that my colleagues asked about drugs where opioids fall in the spectrum of
things?
CHAIR MOLINA: Chief?
MR. FAAUMU: Thank you, Chair. Councilmember, that is a concern. As you can see, what
is going on the opioid epidemic that is happening in our nation and all that. One
thing I think I know I can say it, I want to reassure you folks that we don’t have it, the
opioid epidemic here in our County. And the reason why I say that, the Governor has
-
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established a Hawaii Opioid Initiative and in that opioid initiative there are seven focus
area. Focus area number six has to do with law enforcement and first responder. I
am the chairman of that subcommittee and as a result of what we did, as you can see,
we have around the State we have drop boxes in the police station. In our County, I
can speak for our County, we have drop boxes for unused medicines, prescription
medicine and even over-the-counter, unused, expired, and we ask if you can drop it
in. You can do it at any major police stations here. We do have public educations.
And I want to also mention to you that our County is the only County that our patrol
officers carry Naloxone or NARCAN, and if you look at it since the creation of the
Hawaii Opioid Initiative, County of Maui has two saved using the NARCAN. So, we do
work side by side with the Department of Health. Basically, you know, they are the
subject matter expert on it and for me it was a lot of learning experience, and I
brought back everything that I learned from the Hawaii Opioid Initiative and I run it
through my QA folks and I would say with the drop boxes that minimize all these extra
unused medicine in our cabinet. And then as far as training and education, we work
side by side with the Department of, with DEA to address those issue as far as
education, and also public safety announcement done by the Department of Health,
you know, to promote that. So, I can say we not there yet.
COUNCILMEMBER PALTIN: So, my other question is looking at your structure, and I know I
spoke with you ahead of time that drugs is a issue within my district, probably
Countywide, where’s the intersection, like, between the Vice Division who is tasked
with drugs and then the Juvenile Crime Prevention Division and then the Lahaina
District, like, how do they address drug situations within my district? Is there new
programs to step it up? And how can we get more involved in addressing the issues
within our own districts?
CHAIR MOLINA: Chief?
MR. FAAUMU: Thank you, Chair. That is a good questions. What these unit, the juvenile
section, your district, and the Vice Division, what we have in common is the workload
assessment. Ms. Prince, our Quality Assurance, provide workload assessment to any
unit that request it and also provide them the statistics on a monthly basis. And with
that, it goes to the commanders of the districts, and then on a monthly basis we have
our monthly meeting where we address those issues where we can have a joint effort
among the units, like in your case, you know, if there’s any drug issue at the school
we work side by side with the juvenile section. We do have a School Resources Officer
there. And if it is something that is outside of the school, what we normally do we do
what we call a de-confliction to make sure that we not putting money or doubling our
effort, you know, where we can collectively work together. We do the de-confliction
and then we address those issues. Normally, the captain will reach out to the Vice
Division and said these are a problem area for us, you know, do you folks work on it,
do you have anything, any ongoing investigation, if there is then the two unit will work
side by side with that. But one thing that the deputy and the executive staff had done
is we do empower the unit or the district section to address some of the issues. As
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you know our Vice Division, they are focusing on high profile drug dealers, that’s what
they’re focusing, and sometimes the street peddlers are the pain in the butt for, excuse
my language, for everybody out there, so we work with the crime reduction unit, the,
your division.. .your districts, and with the Vice Division providing intelligence.
COUNCILMEMBER PALTIN: So, is there any plans in the upcoming budget that you would
need additional funding to step it up, the drug enforcement?
CHAIR MOLINA: Chief?
MR. FAAUMU: Thank you, Chair. Operation is usually based on our commanders and to
see where we are, the needs of the community, and they do a budget proposal to us
and sometimes some of these issues we, you might see through premium pay as now
these folks are working longer hours now to address some of those issues. And if you
see anything in the budget, it’s probably that. You might see request for premium pay
or you might see a request for more officers out there. And it’s not to arrest our way
out of everything, but what it is the need or the challenge we are facing now you need
more officers to address the issues versus that when the time then when I was, you
know, out there on the beat, you know, you need just one person to go handle it, but
in this case, you might see some of that in our budget.
CHAIR MOLINA: Airight, last question, Ms. Paltin.
COUNCILMEMBER PALTIN: Any plans to deal with also in my district, like, the attempted
abductions going on with the school kids? Any program or plans for that?
CHAIR MOLINA: Chief?
MR. FAAUMU: Thank you, Chair. Yes, we address that. You know, when that type of report
come to us it becomes a priority to the Department. We send our resources to address
that, so the report that you seen, that you come across, the abductions that happened
out there, we have our School Resources Officers out there addressing those issue,
gathering the intelligence, working closely with the school. We have our juvenile
sections, you know, we have our intelligence unit that had been assigned by the
deputy, the deputy lives out there so he assigns the intelligence unit to make sure that
the, to gather all the information and also we work side by side with your district
commander, but we put out the resources to make sure that if the responsible in this
report we need to bring them to justice.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, thank you, Ms. Paltin. Ms. Sugimura?
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: Thank you. So, I remember during the last Budget Session
where we approved some positions from your vacancy list, I think, for Upcountry beat.
So, I was just wondering what the status is, I noticed that it’s not listed as one of the
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districts. So, what the status of the Upcountry beat is?
possible? Still continuing, I guess, in the process?

Is it happening?

Is it

CHAIR MOLINA: Chief?
MR. FAAUMU: Thank you, Chair and Councilmember. The position that we had asked for
what we did was we asked for an additional beat, and it was approved, and thank you
for doing that and supporting that. We did the work that we had done that we look at
our beat geography and basically redesign that. So, the additional beat that you
approved is between Upcountry and Kahului, so it’s right in that area, we, that is
through our workload assessment we realized that’s where the gap is. And I also want
to thank the new Administration approving our organizational chart, that was
something that we need to work with and we got that, so that puts everything into
motion now with the reorganization and also creating the beat and with that then
you’re gonna see an increase in man power in your area, the Upcountry area. So,
instead of five, you’re gonna have six, that’s what we looking at. And now, we have the
new organizational chart that we can continue to do that.
Maybe I can have
Ms. Magonigle add anything, add to it.
CHAIR MOLINA: Ms. Magonigle?
MS. MAGONIGLE: Thank you, Chair. Yes, we got our baseline FY ‘19 organizational chart,
so we do, we already submitted one reorganization for ISB and we will have additional
reorganizations going through the Managing Director’s Office.
MR. FAAUMU: Chair, let me see if Ms. Greer has any.
MS. PRINCE: Let me just clarify for Wailuku District, the new Upcountry beat would fall
under the Wailuku District, and so what we’ve done is we’ve done the in-house things
regarding setting up CAD so that we have two beats where we only had one. We took
the Upcountry beat that included Makawao and Pukalani and subdivided it. So,
Pukalani is its own beat and Makawao it’s its own beat. We have everything in place
for our CAD system, and so all we need to do now is put people in place to fill the beat,
but the structure has been done, we just finished that, and our next step will be to
then staff it.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: Thank you.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you, Member Sugimura.
Member Kama, thank you for your patience.

And finally, last but not least,

COUNCILMEMBER KAMA: Thank you, Chair. I just have one question, Chief. You know,
we talk about drugs and how bad and how horrible and how ugly it is and what it does
to people in our community, what it does to families, and what it does to the
individual them self who sometimes don’t even know what’s going on with themselves.
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But are there efforts in the Department to be able to provide some kind of assistance
or treatment to these individuals?
CHAIR MOLINA: Chief?
MR. FAAUMU: Thank you, Chair.
respond?

If I may, I can... can I have Ms. Prince, my analyst,

CHAIR MOLINA: Proceed.
MS. PRINCE: We’ve been working on the development of a new unit called the CORE Unit,
it’s Critical Outreach and Response through Education, and the point of that unit is to
proactively go into the community and assist people that are both homeless and/or
suffering from substance abuse or misuse and provide them services. So, as opposed
to repeatedly arresting these people for misdemeanor-type offenses, like disorderly and
trespass, we’d like to find them services. So, we’ve been partnering with other
members of the community, other service organizations, and with the Department of
Health ADAD, and we’re going to begin taking a group of people, people that are we
would call them frequent fliers, but people that we see over and over again. We get
calls for them repeatedly and try and have a more proactive approach, try and get
them from officers going and arresting them to officers to going and connecting them
with other social services in hopes of finding what they need, help that they need, as
opposed to arresting them and then letting them out after, then they go to court, they
get out, and then we arrest them over and over again. And so, that’s kind of in the
initial phases. We have one sergeant that is performing those duties right now, and
we hope to increase that unit. But that’s where we are.
COUNCILMEMBER KAMA: I think I was alluding to individual young people who are in
school and who are stealing money from their parents who are doing those kinds of
things. That’s what I was...
MS. PRINCE: So, juvenile?
COUNCILMEMBER KAMA: So, you talking more about the homeless population?
MS. PRINCE: Typically, the people that we see often are homeless and suffering from drug
use and many of them are also mentally ill. That program would not be for juveniles.
So, our juvenile programs for drugs would mostly come out of our Juvenile Crime
Prevention Division. And they have a variety of different things. They have a P01
program that’s for first-time arrestees that they bring in, and they try and have them
work in the community, and get to know police officers, and provide them assistance
as needed.
COUNCILMEMBER KAMA: Thank you, Chair.
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CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you very much, Member Kama. Well, thank you very much, Chief
and your wonderful staff. This went way beyond what the Chair thought. So
--

COUNCILMEMBER SINENCI: Chair?
CHAIR MOLINA: --this question loves, this department, or Committee loves to ask questions.
Mr. Sinenci?
COUNCILMEMBER SINENCI: Sorry, I just have one more question.
CHAIR MOLINA: Mr. Sinenci, if you could hold that question off.
COUNCILMEMBER SINENCI: Okay.
CHAIR MOLINA: Again, we’re under some major time constraints here. So, if there are no
objections, the Chair is going to ask for a deferral of the Committee item 18(1).
COUNCILMEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS. (Excused KK)
ACTION:

DEFER.

CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, thank you. The item is deferred. Members, remain in the Chambers
for roughly.. .we’re going to take a two-minute recess to allow the Liquor Department to
come up. Meeting in recess subject to the call of the Chair.
(gavel).
.

RECESS:

11:38a.m.

RECONVENE:

11:40 a.m.

.

.

CHAIR MOLINA:
(gavel)... The GET meeting for Tuesday, February 26, 2019, is now
back in session. Members, it is 11:40 a.m., and we did spend a lot of time on the
Police Department. However, it is a large Department, so it does come with some
expectation from the Chair that would have taken a lot longer than originally expected.
Chair would like to finish today.
...

GET-18(2) PRE-BUDGET SESSION
CONTROL) (Rule 7B)

PRESENTATION

(DEPARTMENT

OF

LIQUOR

CHAIR MOLINA:
We do have the second of our three Departments for their mini
presentation. I want to thank Director Mukai and Deputy Director Tyau for being
here, and I’d like to ask Mr. Mukai to just give us a brief overview of a document,
which all of you should have for your review. And again, Members, I ask for your
indulgence to ask no more than two questions, one question and a follow-up question
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thereafter, and please keep your questions confined to the document that’s been
provided and, of course, during the Budget Session you will have ample opportunity to
ask the Department of whatever concerns or issues you have as it relates to the
budget proposal from the Liquor Department. Mr. Mukai?
MR. MUKAI: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR MOLINA: Mr. Mukai, can you put your microphone on, please? There you go. Thank
you.
MR. MUKAI: Good morning, Chair and Members. The mission of the Department of Liquor
Control is to protect the health, safety, and welfare of general public by regulating and
controlling the liquor industry. And basically, the operation part on Page 2, the
Department is consist of three major components. The Liquor Commission in the
County of Maui consists of nine members appointed by the Mayor and confirmed by
County Council. The Commission has the authority to grant, refuse, suspend, and
revoke any license for the manufacturing, importation, and sale of liquors in the
County Maui. The Commission also has the responsibility for requesting annual
appropriation for the operation of Department, promulgate the rules, and regulation
for the administration of liquor control, and appointing the Director. And, there is a
legal counsel from Corp., the Office of Corporation Counsel that give legal advice to the
Commission and also ensure that Chapter 91... 92 of the HRS is complied with. And
the Liquor Adjudication Board consists of nine members appointed by the Mayor and
confirmed by the County Council. The Board function as a quasi-judicial body whose
primary responsibility is to hear administrative complaints of the Director regarding
violation of liquor laws and rules, and impose penalty for the violation thereof as may
be provided by law. And, we have Deputy Prosecuting Attorney assigned to the Liquor
Control Adjudication Board. Basically, his duties are to review the cases, to see, to
determine which violation meet the criteria, and prosecute the violation before the
Liquor Adjudication Board. Also, he has the ability to do plea agreements with the
licensee or its representative and also recommend penalties when in violation. The
Director’s the administrative head of the Department and is responsible for
administering the day-to-day operation of the Department, providing the necessary
administrative support for the commission and board. And on program description,
the Department of Liquor Control consists of one program only. The Liquor Control
Program is mandated by HRS 281. The program core functions are regulating and
controlling the liquor industry in the importation, manufacture, sale, and service of
alcoholic beverage to provide a safe and healthy environment for the people of Maui
County. All funding for the Department is derived solely on liquor license fees. This
program also consists of the Liquor Education Revolving Fund, which is mandated by
HRS 281-16, 281-17(2), and 281-17(3). Revenues are derived from fines assessed and
collected from liquor licensees. And part of this fines is used for liquor education and
funding, public liquor education program. On vacancy, the Department currently has
four vacancy. Three of the vacancy on hold, used by the Department, used in the
Departmental reorganizational proposal, which is currently being reviewed by
-
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management. Those position cannot be filled, because it’s in the reorganization
process. The proposed reorganization takes into account operation needs of the
Department of Liquor Control in order to better serve the public and its licensee. The
proposed reorganization also take into account the Council deletion of position
number LC-0003, Chief Liquor Control Officer, which oversees the section within the
Administrative Service Division. The fourth vacancy is in the process of being filled
through open recruitment. These vacancies do not have a significant impact on the
percentage fee paid by the licensee.
In addition, by HRS, applicable
Carryover/Savings are returned to the licensee and not to the County General Fund,
because the Department is solely funded by liquor license fees. The need of these
position is to comply with County policies and provide continue service to licensee
appear to outweigh the monetary costs. The Department top three to five strategic
goals is listed, and the tactics to implement to meet these strategic goals and intended
results are provided to the Council. Funds anticipated to remain unencumbered by
FY 2019 Budget and the reason why the funds were not encumbered.
The
Department anticipate encumbering all of the B Account operation funds by the end of
the year. All C Account funds have been encumbered. The unencumbered funds of A
Account and corresponding overhead cost, the 70 percent paid to County General
Fund for salaries, are due to vacancies and will be returned to liquor licensees as per
HRS through percentage fee calculation.
The Department fixed costs and
discretionary costs. The Department anticipate replacing needed equipment and
continuation of ongoing leases. Cost saving measures Department has implemented
or will implement, an amount saved and will be saved by this measure.
The
Department had reviewed the need of take-home vehicles by liquor control officers last
year. The review resulted in the discontinuance of take-home vehicles, which resulted
in reduction in fuel costs. The Department is currently reviewing the need of assigned
vehicles, either vehicles can be shared within the division, this would reduce the
amount of overall vehicles needed for the operations. Chair, if you need...
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, no, I think that’s....
MR. MUKAI: Any questions?
CHAIR MOLINA: Quite sufficient, yeah. We do have questions. As the Chair stated, because
of time constraints, we’re gonna just be restrict, or Chair will restrict our self to one
question with a follow up, and of course, during the Budget Session I’m sure there will
be a lot more questions. So, Committee Chair will take the first privilege. Again, it
relates to vacancies on that February 25th document that you submitted to us. As you
know, the audit that was recently conducted on the Department regarding the
proposed reorganization would increase licensing staff unnecessarily. Now, the audit
recommends against the transfer of one LCO II from the Enforcement Division to the
Licensing and Permit Section and the reallocation of the Admin Assistant II to the
Admin Officer. Does the Department plan to follow the audit’s recommendations
against the proposed reallocations? And if not, can you tell us why?
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MR. MUKAI: Yes. The proposed reallocation, I mean, placement of the LCO position II to
Licensing, in reviewing the operations of the Department with the licensees and
attorneys that represent licensees as well as a structure of the Department we feel is a
necessary addition because as the Council probably realize that there has been a delay
in the amount of time that we can approve licensing application. We have cut that
procedure down because the Council, I believe, funded the electronic fingerprint
scanner. That’s one way we thank the Council, because that cut down the process of
liquor licensee by from about four weeks to two months in getting the result of the
criminal history background check to matter of, like, in the last week, the person
came, well four person came to our Department. The first one took his fingerprint, he
walked out of the Department to get his checkbook to pay for the fingerprint. By the
time he returned, it was already, the results came in. So, we trying to streamline by
equipment as well as by personnel, because the feedback from licensees and attorneys
is that a lot of time because of the duties and responsibility of all the Liquor Control
Office in licensing and the amount of licenses they have to process pursuant to HRS
and rules of Commission, they do not have time to, like, to go out to do final
inspection where it’s a necessary for issuance of license or do some investigation,
additional investigation. And in comparing our Department with the other cOunties,
our Li.cense and Permit Division are doing above and beyond because, like, not only do
they do the licensing and permit, they also do, they have to do the filing, they have to
do the collection, and all these things while.., and they have to do the liquor education
program. And the liquor education program takes a quite a bit of time because they
have to do the Lanai and Molokai quarterly. They do it three times a week. Plus,
when any other licensee request, like, if Hana wants one of us to go out instead of
their people come here, we will send them out. So, and, but like if you compare to
Honolulu City and County, they have two dedicated liquor educators, we don’t, and
the filing and scanning of documents and everything else to keep the records.
Honolulu City and County, Honolulu have a lot of backup clerks, licensing clerks, and
all these other things, not the core people that do the actual investigation for the
liquor application and permits.
CHAIR MOLINA: Mr. Mukai, okay, I think you answered that question for me. My last and
follow-up question is regarding the auditor position that will be possibly be part of the
reclassifications. How does the Department plan to ensure that proper fees based on
gross liquor sales are being, you know, collected from licensees? Because if, you
know, you reclassify it or eliminate it or whatever you want to call it. So, how will
that, I guess, responsibility be taken up if it’s reclassified into another position or
eliminated?
MS. TYAU: It’s still being reviewed, but it’s meeting, the duties of checking to make sure that
they’re paying and calculating the percentage fee would be classified under another
type of position, but that would be under review by the Department of Personnel
Services. So, it would still be done the calculation and collecting and so forth.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, thank you. Member Kama?
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COUNCILMEMBER KAMA: I wanted to ask if part of your licensing also includes.. .what do
you call those places where people go to try to get hooked up? I can’t remember what
they’re called. There are bars that you go to drink and there are bars that you go to
get entertained, I think that, so, do you also control, you know, that kind of
establishment?
CHAIR MOLINA: Cabaret licensing.
COUNCILMEMBER KAMA: Cabaret, there we go. Thank you.
MR. MUKAI: Maui do not have any cabaret licenses.
COUNCILMEMBER KAMA: Oh, you don’t.
MR. MUKAI: It’s allowed by State law.
COUNCILMEMBER KAMA: Oh.
MR. MUKAI: But not.., and it’s allowed by Maui County but no one... I think in the last
cabaret license was in Molokai. I think was Hele On or
_____

COUNCILMEMBER KAMA: Well, thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MOLINA:
Okay, thank you, Member Kama.
Member Paltin?
COUNCILMEMBER PALTIN:

.

.

.

Very good, interesting question.

(inaudible)...

CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, airight, thank you. Member Rawlins-Fernandez?
VICE-CHAIR RAWLINS-FERNANDEZ: Yeah, to respect time, I’ll pass.
CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you. Member Lee?
COUNCILMEMBER LEE: Thank you. Mr. Mukai, how many licensees do you have?
MR. MUKAI: I believe we have between.. .the last count was about 440.
COUNCILMEMBER LEE: Four-forty, so I’m assuming that you have some kind of carryover
after you pay all of your expenses. How much is that carryover and where does it go?
Back to the State?
MR. MUKAI: Ms. Tyau can answer it, she’s in charge of budget.
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COUNCILMEMBER LEE: Okay.
MS. TYAU: Thank you. So, because our budget is solely funded on liquor license fees, we
can only use monies for liquor purposes within the Department. So, it’s basically, the
estimated expenditures that we think we’re gonna get its budget approved amount and
we minus out whatever they pay for their basic fee payments, which is really minimal,
and then we minus out applicable Carryover/Savings, divide it by estimated gross
liquor sales, and we get a percentage fee. So, the cost of a liquor license is the basic
fee they pay at renewal every year and a percentage of their gross liquor sales.
Currently, their percentage fee is about 49 cents for every $100 that they make and
that’s to meet our budget. So, anything that we don’t use at the end of the year goes
back into the calculation and what it does it would just adjust their percentage fee the
next year. Carryover/Savings can be really big because we pay 70 percent of salaries
to the General Fund in the form of overhead. So, whether or not we use it, we still
have to budget for it for the positions that we have, so more than one-third of our
budget is overhead, over a million dollars, so it would go back in the form of in the
percentage fee calculation on whether or not it goes up and down. There’s many
factors that affect the percentage fee calculation, but that would be one of the factors
that would adjust what they pay for their license.
COUNCILMEMBER LEE: Okay. Last question, Mr. Chair, if I may?
CHAIR MOLINA: Proceed.
COUNCILMEMBER LEE: Okay. So, I don’t understand why we’re regulated by the State. If
this is a breakeven operation, why would you be regulated by the State instead of the
County?
CHAIR MOLINA: Mr. Director?
MR. MUKAI: We are a County agency, but we must comply with State laws and rules of the
Commission.
COUNCILMEMBER LEE: Yeah. ‘Cause we have always been told that, you know, we really
have very limited control over the Liquor Department, not only because of the
commissions, but because of the fact that you’re regulated by State statute.
MR. MUKAI: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER LEE: Right? So, I don’t... oh, never mind. That’s okay. Thank you.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you, Member Lee. And, I guess, if you’d like maybe we can
get something in writing to clarify your question, because I think you do bring up a
good point, a point of interest. Thank you. And finally, Mr. Sinenci?
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COUNCILMEMBER SINENCI: Thank you, Chair. I just had one question. What would you
say, Director, is the most, the top three violations from your licensees?
CHAIR MOLINA: Mr. Director?
MR. MUKAI: I cannot go what’s the top three offhand, but the most, the primary violation
that the Department, the licensees, and the public is concern on is sales, service, and
consumption by a minor and as well as a person under the influence of liquor.
COUNCILMEMBER SINENCI: Thank you.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Sinenci. Airighty, Members, there you have it.
Mr. Mukai and Ms. Tyau, I’m sure we’ll see you back again come during the Budget
Session, which will be under the leadership of Councilmember Rawlins—Fernandez.
So, I want to thank you for taking the time to give us this brief overview with regards
to your budget request. So, with that being said, Members, I’m gonna ask for your
indulgence. We do have Personnel. The Chair’s intent is to just have Personnel do
their brief presentation and if you’re okay with withholding your questions for the
Budget Session. Is that all right, Members? Thank you so much. Okay. Thank you,
Mr. Mukai and Ms. Tyau.
COUNCILMEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS. (Excused RH, KK, YS)
ACTION:

DEFER.

MR. MUKAI: Thank you, Chair and Members.
CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you.
MS. TYAU: Thankyou.

GET-18(5) PRE-BUDGET SESSION PRESENTATION (DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL
SERVICES) (Rule 7B)
CHAIR MOLINA: Personnel, do you have a PowerPoint presentation that you would like to
have displayed or is it just the hardcopy?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Just a hard copy.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, thank you. Please proceed. And thank you very much, Members, for
your indulgence, and Chair certainly appreciates your questions and I’m sure you’ll
have many, many more during the Budget Session, and I’m sure Councilmember
Rawlins-Fernandez will be shepherding us through a very long, drawn-out, and
-
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detailed process, all part of the Council’s responsibilities. Thank you very much,
Mr. Underwood and Ms. Razo-Porter. Thank you. And lease proceed with your
comments on the presentation, which we do have a hard copy of.
MR. UNDERWOOD: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Yeah, I will be going through the presentation
that we prepared, I believe everybody has a copy. So, and I know time is tight so I’ll
try to expedite this as much as possible. The first couple of slides are just our mission
statement and our values that comes from our current strategic plan. We just kind of
put that in for a little bit of background. Slide number three, gives some background
as to the employee population that we serve. The County does have approximately
2,600 employees, that balloons up to about 2,900 when PALS is in session, 85 percent
of those are covered by union agreement, 90 percent are covered by civil service rules
and laws. Our annual turnover is about 9 percent, and we do about 7 to 800 hires
and terminations every year. So, that kind of gives you a little bit of volume. The next
slide, slide number five, actually gives you an overview of our budget. It is a fairly
small budget, most of it is in salaries and wages. Our total budget is $1,780,093.
Salary is about 1.3 million of that. Most of balance is in operations, we have one piece
of equipment, which is our Xerox machine, so we have no vehicles or any other
equipment. We have 18 authorized equivalent personnel E/P, that’s the Director,
myself, the Deputy Director, and our secretary, and administrative assistant, ten HR
specialists, and four HR technicians. We have no CIP grant or any other kind of
special funds. Slide number six, we’ll just kind of give you a little breakdown of where
we are as part of the County Budget. As part of the County Budget, we’re 0.23 percent
of the County Budget, and I put this slide in because that is a national benchmark
that is easy to get, so we do like that figure. That figure is in the Budget document
that the Mayor usually puts out, so we put that in.
Sometimes we see that
benchmark as a percentage of the operating budget rather than the total budget
because we don’t have any CIP, so I included that as well. If you go just purely
operating budget, we’re 0.3 percent of the total County Budget. The next slide, slide
number seven is our discretionary spending versus nondiscretionary. As I said, the
vast majority of our spending is salary and wages, so we would include that as
nondiscretionary. Our next biggest expense is our professional services. Those are
mostly ongoing contracts for training, the employee assistance program, advertising,
stuff like that. Those are continuing contracts that we incur from year to year, so
those is something that we would call nondiscretionary. Most of our discretionary
spending it’s.. .our discretionary is 6.93 percent this year. That’s actually higher than
it normally is. It’s about almost double what it normally is. That’s because we had a
lot of single year expenses due to the Workday Project. A lot of overtime, a lot of
professional services that we don’t expect to continue in the future, so you can see
that in the breakdown of discretionary spending, 46.6 percent of our discretionary
spending was for the Workday Project; 28, almost 29 percent of it is for our employer
recognition program that we run every year on all three islands. The balance of it is
for our staff training and our professional associations we belong to. Professional
associations such as Society for Human Resource Management, International Public
Management Association, we pay subscriptions to things like Blumberg Law that gives
-
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us access to arbitration decisions. Those are things that help us manage our
day-to-day workload. The next slide, slide number eight is a breakdown of some very,
very common staff, HR staffing budget benchmarks, I put this in here because again
these are national benchmarks, they’re easy to find, easy to compare. Our HR to
employee ratio is 0.7, HR staff per 100 employees. To give you an example that is
benchmarked every year by Society for Human Resource Management, it’s
benchmarked by Blumberg, it’s benchmarked by Bureau of National Affairs. National
average is somewhere between 1.5 and 2.6, depending on who is doing it and how they
calculate it. HR Budget is percentage of total operating Budget, as I said, that’s a
common one as well. We’re currently at 0.3. That’s another one that’s benchmarked,
it’s generally about 1.5 percent of a budget that is typically spent on a HR department.
HR Budget as cost per employee, another common benchmark. We’re at $693,
common benchmark figure nationally is typically is around 1,500 to 2,500 depending
on, again, the organization doing it. Our vacancies on page, slide number nine, as I
said our total authorized staffing is 18, we were at 20 a few years ago, but during the
downturn we lost a couple positions and we haven’t recovered them yet. Our staffing
is generally very stable. We have periods of turnover when people retire and that’s
typically what happens. After... other than that it’s fairly stable. Our average tenure is
over 13 years. That is the longest tenure of any County department. outside of the
County Auditor’s Office where they have a very small population. We currently have
one vacancy that was due to retirement of the incumbent. We are currently recruiting
for it. We... recruitment closes March 5th, so we anticipate interviewing very shortly.
There has been some increased overtime because of that. Some degradation of
service. It’s hard to replace a 30-year veteran with somebody and not have a little bit
of a disruption. The impact on our Budget from that is kind of we don’t know yet.
We’re trying to fill it at the current level. It’s a critical position for us. We want
somebody experienced to take it. If we can’t fill at that we might have to take it down.
There might be some savings due to a lower position. Our Budget program overview,
we have one budget program, it’s called the administration and management support
services program. That covers everything we do as a Department. We are a de-central
HR department for the County. We are a little unusual. We are actually established
by State statute, that’s because we’re not only a service department, we’re also a
compliance department. We’re responsible making sure that we comply with all the
civil service laws and rules. So, we have five major functional areas, recruitment and
selection. All civil service recruitment goes through our Department, so that’s the vast
majority of position comes to us. Employee training and development, we handle the
Countywide training and development programs for the County.
Position
classification, that is a process where based on the duties that are assigned to the
position, we go through, we do an audit, and we determine what job that position
belongs in and what salary range and various details that are associated with it. It’s a
process that’s common in large private sector companies and in government, not so
common in smaller private sector companies. So, it’s one that people don’t always
know why we do it. The answer is simple, it’s required by statute. We have to do it.
Labor relations, we are central labor relations organization for the County, which
mean we hear grievances, we’re typically the point person in negotiating labor
-
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contracts, trying to make sure policies are in place to make sure that people are happy
and feel like they’re appreciated and we keep a harmonious labor environment. I
know for those Members that have been around for some time, and I know Member
Hokama’s not here, but it is, there is a lot of frustration in this area because we don’t
necessarily control our own destiny in labor negotiations. The contracts are all
Statewide and the State plays a very, very large role in labor negotiations, so we try to
effectuate what we can, we don’t always have the last word. So, we understand that
and share that frustration, so. And strategic support, we’re there for any department
that calls us whether it’s advice on reorgs, advice on how to handle something, best
way to recruit, whatever questions come down the pike that wind up in our court, so
we’re there for that. We also provide IT, the human resources system support, so if
people need reports out of the human resources system, we’ll generate reports. If they
want data on turnover or data on their positions that typically will come to us then
we’ll supply that data for them, so that hopefully helps them in their decision making.
And last but not least, slide number 11, our strategic goals. We pulled some from our
current strategic plan. Goals, one of our goals to attract value support and retain a
fully qualified, fully staffed qualified diverse workforce, that’s our recruiting and
selection. So, we try to make sure we have.., our tactics are to make sure that we have
an attractive value proposition between salary and benefits, so we can attract people.
We want to make sure they have a good working environment so we retain them and
any of their complaints are heard promptly and fairly, and we try to recognize them
when they do good, so we have the employee recognition program every year for those
employees that excel. Another one of our goals is to support and encourage career
and professional development. That’s why we do have our central training program.
We are implementing a new learning management program as part of the Workday
process, Workday project. So, that will make learning more available. We will be able
to store and deliver learning content.
Right now, we’re all in-person training,
classroom, instructor led. This will allow us to actually have prerecorded content we
can push out, make it more available to people on outer island, remote districts,
people can see it on their phone, they can see it on their tablet. That’s kind of the way
learning is going, this generation it’s more of a blended learning. Classroom is good
for some things, some quick things are just easy, everybody goes to YouTube to learn
how to do stuff, so we have to respond to that. That’s how I learn how to do things.
And the other one is to create and encourage strategic partnerships. We want to be in
the decision making process with the departments when they’re thinking about things
partly because we hope we lend good experience and good expertise and can help
them make better decisions, partly it’s to prevent problems from cropping up down the
road and saving ourselves some problems. So, we do have staff that are assigned to
each department. Each department has assigned staff and assigned backup, so they
have a person that they know they can call on anytime, and knows their operations.
So, we like to assign... because the County has so many different lines of business and
so many things that they do that are very, very unique, we like to assign a staff
member to that department and keep them there, so they can learn that business and
better advise the department. So, it’s how we try to encourage those. And last but not
least, enhance the quality and delivery of services through technology. Because we
-
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are a very small staff, we’re very lean, we try to and have been emphasizing trying to
use technology to deliver services wherever we can. We’re looking to leverage the
Workday program quite a bit that way. It’s much more open. It’s got a lot more
access for employees and managers. We can give ‘em dashboards, we can give ‘em
scorecards, we can start pushing information down that we never could before. So, we
are looking forward to maximizing the opportunities with that. It should allow us to
bring some automation to processes where we don’t have it now, like, performance
management,
management, succession planning, stuff that we don’t do a very
good job on now that we’re looking forward to improving our efforts in those areas.
And that’s it.
CHAIR MOLINA: Oh, great. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Underwood, for running
through your presentation with such swiftness and efficiency. So... and I know and
due to time constraints as I mentioned earlier, I know you and Ms. Razo-Porter must
be very devastated that this Committee was not able to ask you any questions, but I’m
sure along the way as we go through the budget process you may be called upon to
answer a few questions from the Members. But thank you, thank you so much. And,
Members, I want to thank the remaining Members who stayed throughout, Mr.
Sinen.ci, Ms. Lee, Ms. Rawlins-Fernandez, Ms. Paltin, and Ms. Kama for enduring the
whole meeting and putting in the extra time. The Chair certainly appreciates those of
you who have stayed throughout these proceedings today.
COUNCILMEMBER LEE: So, do we get lunch?

.

.

.

(chuckle)...

CHAIR MOLINA: I knew that request was coming. We’ll negotiate it afterwards. Committee
Staff, is there anything the Chair needs to be made aware of? I believe, did I state for
the record we were going to defer the item on Liquor. And, Members, with no
objections, we’re gonna defer the item on Personnel.
COUNCILMEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS. (Excused RH, KK, YS)
ACTION:

DEFER.

CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Anything else, Staff, before we adjourn?
MS. ESPELETA: No.
CHAIR MOLINA: If not, okay. Members, it is just roughly after 12:15 today.
meeting for Tuesday, February 26, 2019, is now adjourned.
(gavel).
.
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